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OUR PRICE IS BEER
State of Massachusetts
County of Middlesex . as
City (?) of Cambridge ...

WHEREAS, it has come to our attention that a certain low, lown, and pernicious aggregation calling itself Voo Doo, which has for years striven mightily but fruitlessly to exceed the well-known The Tech in matters of mind and literary effort, has emerged again to challenge The Tech to a softball contest, and

WHEREAS, said The Tech deserts the plebeian aspirations of said Voo Doo, but, nevertheless, is willing further to demonstrate the superiority of The Tech over Voo Doo in all things, including athletic endeavors in general and softball games in particular,

NOW, THEREFORE, Be It Known that The Tech does now and by these presents:

1. Accept the challenge of Voo Doo to a softball game to be held at such time and place as the General Managers of the two publications may set and determine;
2. Invite all underseers, stretcher bearers, ambulance drivers, and Tech men to view the humiliation and extermination of those pseudo-intellectuals, those aspirin and Moxie addicts, Voo Doo; under the following conditions and restrictions:
   a. Our price is beer, to be consumed during the game. We fully realize that the sight of a beer bottle cap would stretch the whole Voo Doo staff out under the nearest table, but we will be lenient to those who can actually stand one swallow before leaving the game. At any rate, Coca-Cola and 7-Up are out;
   b. The price of defeat to Voo Doo will be the ceiling price of one keg of beer, which will be used to "refuel" the players during the contest, as well as even greater loss of prestige. A complete realization of the depths to which they have sunk will be forced upon the Voo Doo staff, although we realize that their coagulated domes are of the texture and hardness of paving bricks.

WITNESS the hand of the General Manager of The Tech and its seal duly attested by its Managing Editor in the City (?) of Cambridge in the County of Middlesex and State of Massachusetts, this seventh day of September, 1945.

(s) Alan R. Gruber
General Manager

(s) Noel N. Cee
Managing Editor

---

Blue Hills Trip Sponsored by East and West Association

The M.I.T. East and West Association is planning an outing to Blue Hills for its members this Friday, September 9. The group will meet in the Burton Room of the dormitories at 1:00 P.M. Transportation is being arranged for by officers of the association. All wishing to be included in the trip are requested to sign up at the nearest bulletin board, which is posted for the bulletin boards at the front door of the dormitory office and in the Student Union.

---

Glee Club
(Continued from Page 1)

College of Providence is to be held on Saturday, September 22, in Morss Hall. The dance is open to all who wish to come, and tickets for it will be on sale shortly. The Techtonians are to furnish the music.

Enoch Light
(Continued from Page 1)

The band has also appeared on Victor and Bluebird waxings and has smashed all records at the Bowman Room's ice show, including Cole Porter, have used the maestro introduction number, which Light is well-known for his super-polite as a dive. The expectation that either a secret Japanese mission or some f. i. agents would appear for a rendezvous, but alas... nothing happened that could possibly amaze him more than what had already transpired. All they did was drown their sorrows in something which looked like root beer but was probably moxie.

Starring at N.B.C., C.B.S., and nationwide networks.

Light is well-known for his

---

Tech International Club To Discuss Pacific Islands

A panel discussion on the islands, particularly the Philippines and their problems will be held at the next meeting of the International Club Wednesday, September 12, at 6:30 P.M. in the Lounge.

This discussion is one in a series on important foreign native areas. The past two weeks witnessed discussions on China, India. All students and personnel are welcome.